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SAFE TAPPED

MAC KILLS PABLO

ON

ARELLANES, WEALTHY

WEST

MONDAY, JUNE 21, 1909

MURDERER SURPRISE IN

EDITION)-

ISTRIAL

EVADES

GOULD

CALHOUN

POLICE

CASE

CASE

SIDE

ORA STOCKMA

FIVE O'CLOCK

.v..

Attacks Him While He is ; Working
Alone in Field, Braining Him With
JaggecL Rock and Beating His Head to
a Jelly -- Captured After Desperate right

SMOOTH PIECE OF WORK AT H.
BROWN TRADING

0.

SUSPECTED OF SLAY

CHINAMAN

ING MISSIONARY

DROPS OUT

-

OF SIGHT

CONSIDERABLt

HAUL

MADE IMPORTANT
r

WITNESS

DEFENSE RESTS UNEXPECTEDLY,
t . TAKING PLAINTIFF UNA- --

'

f

HELD ENOUGH

WARES

,

-

II

..

JURY STOOD TEN FOR ACqVjIT.
TAL AND TWO FOR CON.
.
VICTION

EVIDENCE' ALHEADY

mnRY fah

iifffnmt

'.

PROPRIETOR WHO COUNSEL FOR HUSBAND SAYS HE SORELY DISAPPOINTED,
BURGLARS SECURE $25 IN MONEY RESTAURANT
HOWEV-- ,
HAS SHOWN DESERTION WAS
AND GOLD WATCH VAL-WAS'SUITOR OF VICTIM IS
ER. FOR HE EXPECTED AN
,
IN CUSTODY
UED AT $100
JUSTIFIED
ACQUITTAL
.

(Via Long head with the rock, although the latMora,
ter was aiready dead.
Arel-anePablo
Distance
Telephone)
When tney attempted to pull him
farma prominent and wealthy
ON CASE JEALOUSY
WORKING
LEO TO KILLING DEPOSITIONS
ARE HEAD TO PROSECUTE HENEY
off his victim's, body, he turned and POLICE
er and stockman of Mora county, was attacked them, knocking one man
murdered at 9 o'clock this morning senseless by striking him on the Side
GOOD CLUES CHU GAIN
HAD
SUPPLANTED FRIENDS OF MRS. GOULD TESTI- TRACTION
SEVERAL FAIRLY
CHARGES
MAGNATE
at his ranch eight miles from here, by of the head with a rock. After a des
FY" AS TO HER CONDUCT AND
MAY LEAD TO ARREST OF
LEON IN YOUNG
WILLIAM
ATTORNEY
THAT STATE'S
The perate encounter, the murderer wat
a nephew, Epimenio Arellanes.
CHARACTER
GUILTY PARTIES
LADY'S AFFECTIONS
WAS BRIBED
bound hand and
finally
overpowered,
murderer was captured almost immefoot with baling wire and brought
diately and is now In jail here under post haste to this place, where he is
New York, June
defense In
New York, June 21. All clews as
were at work on the
San Francisco, June 21. ' Termi
a heavy guard.
now in jail.
the
Mrs.
suit
Katherine
by
brought
as
a
Leon
of
William
whereabouts
to
result
the
West side last night and
nating in a disagreement of the jury,
Clemmons Gould for a divorce and
According to the best information
Slayer Undoubtedly Insane
with ten men for acquittal and two
on
as
is
for
also
Leon
O.
H.
he
Brown Trading company
known,
Ling,
There seems to be little doubt but the
$250,000 aunual alimony from Howard
obtainable, there being &e,veral stories
for conviction, the remarkable trial
room
of
in
whose
the
the Chinaman
body Gould, sprung a
He Bridge street is the loser thereby
surprise this morning of President Patrick Calhoun, of the
of the shocking tragedy, the murder that Epimenio Arellanes is insane.
was
of
found Fri by announcing it would rest its- case.
Miss Elsie Sigel
has been acting queerly of late, bu; $25 in cash and a gold watch valued
United railroads, came to an end
ed man was at work In a corn field little attention was
paid to him by at about $100. The robbery was- not day, were investigated by the police
Delancey Nicoll, attorney for Mr.
at noon. ' .
BonJe dist&nce from his ranch house hit,
Leon
is still at liberty and Gouid, said that in looking over the ytsterday
family or friends, because they discovered until this morning, when today, but
and a-- day had pa3sed
months
Five
when Epimenio Arellanes sneaked up believed him harmless.
the store was opened for the day's hiding in some place still unknown.
testimony, he beliered it so replete since Calhoun first made his appear
In the meantime the police are with evidence that Gould was justified
;
on him .unawares and brained him
Pablo Arellanes, the dead man, was business.
ance in court to answer to the charge
with a jagged rock. To make death about 62 years old, one of the most
AnOptlc reporter visited the Brown holding as an important witness, Chu in leaving his wife, that he saw no of
offering a bribe to the supervisors
res
further use of presenting evidence.
sure, it is alleged that he then pounc- prominent ranchmen in this part ol stora this morning to investigate the Gain, manager of the Port Arthur
to obtain a franchise tor an over.
Mrs.
for
Sheam,-ed upon his victim's body and literally Mora county, and the father of a burglary, which was evidently com taurant, where Elsie Sigel is said to
Gould,
Attorney
head trolley permit for his corporapounded Lis head to a jelly. Death large family. His slayer Is about 30 mitted by someone more or less famil- have boen a frequent visitor. Letters said the announcement came as a tion, and the
Jury span twenty-fou- r
of the store. from Miss Sigel were found in Gain's surprise and he had no witnesses at houif. in
was practically Instantaneous. '
years old, and also tne father of a iar with the details
deliberation.
fruitless
en
of
terms
room
such
contained
was
and
some
wouldJob
the
the
but
read
from
way
hand,
deposi
Judging
family.
Capture Murderer
no
There
was
when
demonstration,
to
to
as
lead
the
be
dearment
police
tions, which he did.
The killing baa created great ex puWed off.
Several farm hands working in an
the verdict was read and the defen-iant-awas
of
murder
motive
lieve
the
the
fcntranca
was
effected
on
Relies
smashing
the
were
by
citement
and
from
attracted by
Depositions.
mavy people
adjointngr field,
his attorney? quickly Je
The i!eposaa;df Mi's. Alice S.
murderer's suspicions' actions when surrounding country have flocked "in- In the rear door which made it posii: jealousy cu the prt of Leon of tiain,
he entered the field where the dead to town to learn the details and be ble for the burglar or. burglars to j.ho soams to have supplanted Leon Bankhead. of Atlanta, Ga., wife of parted. When, the Jury reported, tor
of
the beautiful Lieutenant Henry McCauley
man, was at work, and they witnessed present at the preliminary
Bank- the la3t time the Jurorj had all ashearing, reach in a hand and slide a heavy in the affections
,
in
a
too
to
held
slot
and
which
the
or
were
bar
fitted
young
far
which
neaa.
missionary.
the killing, but
is scheduled for late this after
away
irort jvicrnerson, ua., was sured the presiding Judse that there
'
Traces of Leon and his associate, read. Mrs. Bankhead had visited Mrs. was no more hope for an agreement
'
door shut.
render the helpless man any assist- noon. "
After gaining entrance "to the store, Chun Sin, indicate that the two Gould much both at Castle Gould and and a disagreement was therefore reance. When the attack was made,
District Attorney Charles W. G.
time was wasted In tapping the men, with an unknown white woman, at the St. Regis hotel and accompan corded.
run
little
scene
on
the
the
for
Las
has
Ward
at
started
East
been
Vegas,
they
Prosecutor Heney announced he
and when they arrived, Epimenio Ar- telegraphed for and is expected to safe. However, the safe was not weie in Washington several days fol- ied her on a trip to Egypt. She never
ellanes was still pounding bis uncle's reach here sometime this afternoon. blown, but was opened by working the lowing the murder and as late as saw anything unladylike about her, would be ready to try the case again
tomorrow If necessary.
combination. The burglar in his haste Thursday, a week after the probable nor ever saw her drink to excess.
t
i
Calhoun considered the result as a
No Worse Than Others.
dropped three small sheets of paper killing. All ships for the Pacific
LEAVES JAIL ONLY
CARTER CHAMPIONS
en which in blue pencil was a dia- coast are being closely watched.
Lieut. Bankhead also gave a deposi victory, though, he was disappointed
,
gram, of the combination, which dia
Chung Sing Arrested.
tion in which he said he never saw at not being acquitted. He declared
TO BE
RIGHTS OF FARMER
Amsterdam, N. Y., June 21. Ctfung Mrs'. Gould drink any more than any tliat Heney had been bribed and said
gram he went by in working the tum
blers. The mystery is how and whefe Sin, wanted in New York as a mater- other society lady. He declared Mrs. he would bring charges of such a.
June 21 Contiuing
e 001113"
Washington,
Joseph W. Wernz, the former Santa did he get this key to the comblna ial witness in the rfurder of Miss
was always dignified, refined character against him as well as
his advocacy of a tariff on hides Fe railroad conductor, who was tried tion.
Sigel, was arrested today as West and gentle and conducted herself in a against Rudolph Spreckels for giving
when the bill was taken up this at the May term of the United States " Once the safe was opened, It was Galway, ten miles distant.
He ad- manner that was above reproach. a bribe.
an easy matter to get Into the cash mitted his identity and acknowledged Mrs. Bankhead would not , say that
morning, Senator Warren cif Wyo- district
Anxious for Next Trial
court, for larceny of three
box, containing the money and a fine he was a personal friend ,of William she had not heard Mrs. Gould referrAt the request of the attorneys for
ming, declared the senate had been
from soldiers enroute
to the Howard watch. While the safe was Leon. He has been In West
"injured and insulted" by a man guns
Calhoun, one of the temaining inGalway ed to as a "drinking woman."
who in seeking free hides, had de- Philippines, along with Guy A. Mes ransacKed generally, only the cash eight days, engaged as a ccok by Hardictments against him was 3et for
Testify for Plaintiff
sick and John Mclntyre, and who was
and watch were taken; the burglars vey Kennedy of New York, who has a
clared that the duty had been put
Louis O. Foreman, superintendent
trial next Monday, June 28. The infound guilty by the' jury and sentenced
He admltr of a cleaning and ventilating firm dictment alleges he offered a bribe
money. They summer residence there.
in tne uingiey mu oy some
evidently
wanting
only
to pay a fine of $1,000, having served
took the watch because It was valua ted that he lived with Leon but de- in this: city, testified that he had to former supervisor John J. Furey'
process." He proceeded to pre- 30
In ' the county Jail, Saturday
sent facts intended to show that the madedays
ble and might easily be disposed' of nied knowing his present
been employed several times at Cas- end is similar to the one on which
a poverty affidavit as to his on this account.
value of hides and that a duty on
tle Goujd, butt had never seen Mr3. Abe Reuf was sentenced to fourto
disinability
pay the fine and was
Chief of Police Ben Coles was notiCapture Suspected Murderer.
that part or a novines carcass wouia charged from
Gould under the influence of liquor teen years in the penitentiary.'
custody by the United fied of the robbery this- morning by
A
Schenectady, N. Y., June 21.
be a material benefit to the farmer States authorities
under a United H. O. Brown and he made a careful Chinaman giving the name of Leon nor heard her use bad language. On
imd stockman.
Foreman could reStates statute.
investigation about the store. He" Is Ling, and answering the description member no date upon which he had PRISONERS TAKEN
"If a confidence mai at a circus
He was immediately
by now at work on the case and as of William Leon, wanted for the Sigel
a less plausible
ever , presented
visited Castle Gould.
A. E. Bloxson of the
Special
Agent
TO PENITENTIARY
murder in New York, was taken Into
proposition to the farmers than that," Santa Fe detective force and taken to there are several fairly good clues It
William P. Murphy, an automobile
is not too much to eay that the chief custody here this morning. He came
declared- Senator Carter, referring to
broker, said he had met in a business
Trinidad on train No. 2 yesterday af will land the
guilty parties if they here nine days ago and has been way several times with Mrs.
the attitude of the senators who de- ternoon, where an. Indictment Is
Sheriff Cleofes Romero escorted the
Gould,
pend- have not
cooking In a chop suey restaurant. He and never had
gotten out of his reach.
sired free hides, "he 1s dertainly ing
following
heard
her
use
prisoners, who had been
strong
against him for larceny from a
Mr. Brown did not care to go into came from New York with Chung
w her drink anything. convicted at the recent term of disor
wanting in wits." Never before has Santa Fe freight car of 36 phonograph
language
trict courty in Las Vegas and on whom
the farmer's intelligence been so records valued at $21.60. As the arti- details about the robbery, but it Is said Sin, arrested at West Galway this
,
discounted. He is told the first .duty cles take'n were of small valued the he has his suspicions as to who com- morrflng.
sentence was passed by Judge W." J..
mitted the burglary. Whether his sus
WRIGHT BROTHERS
does him no good, therefore it .should Colorado offense, at best, can be but
Mills, Saturday morning, to the terri
are correct or not, the next LIGHTNING STRIKES HOUSE;
torial penitentiary at Santa Fa yes- be taken off. Then he is told the duty a misdemeanor, and Wernz will per- picions
few days will likely tell.
READYFOH PLIGHTS
FIRE FINISHES DESTRUCTION
shoes
and
on
leather
left
be
should
.
terday:
haps only receive a light sentence In
)
Adolfo Apodaca 2
harness for the benfit of the manu- the Las Animas county jau
years in the
A.
J. Gerard's seven-rooresidence
for
horse
Washington, June 21. The Wright penitentiary
facturers and is even told he is to
This will end the charges against TAET WILL VISIT
stealing;
on the mesa. 13 miles east of Las brothers arrived
'
their George McNeill, larceny from a waretoday from
buy In a protected market and" sell Wernz, and give him an opportunity
Vegas, was struck by lightning Sat home in Dayton, and
In an open market the things he to start anew. He has many friends
proceeded to as- house and larceny from a barn,
NEW MEXICO SOON
urday afternoon. It Immediately took semble their flying machines for trials 18 months; Sofre Otero and
Per- sell."
who
to
has
sympathize with him and his famfire and was burned to the ground. at Fort
declared if the ily in their misfortune.
Myer, which will probably fecto Salas, each drew 18 months for
Senator Carter
Washington, June 21. Frank Mur The house was riot furnished and no take place Wednesday. The speed horse stealing; Juan Chavez and Fe- fanner must sell in the open market
phy, an Arizona railroad magnate, was insurance was carried.
trial of the Wright aeroplane, which lipe Bustamente, 1 year each for cat- he also should be allowed to buy SMALL BLAZE SUNDAY
a guest at the Whit
Mj. and Mrs. Gerard came to the must be made in, a flight over a course tie stealing; Donaclano
house today,
Lujan, forthere.
ON THE WEST SIDE
taking luncheon with President taft. city from Iowa with their seven chil- of five miles from Fort.MyeJ- and re gery, 1 year; Pedro Montoya, assault
The president expressed great Inter- dren, and have been
residing on turn, will be the first ever made by with deadly weapon, 2 years; Vicente
WEALTHY CHINAMAN IS
An alarm of fire yesterday morning est in
Fourth stieet. They were preparing a heavier than air machine over a
territories
of
the
Arizona
and
Trujillo, discharging a gun In a setCONVICTED OF SMUGGLING called both fire departments
to a New Mexico and gave assurances that to move out to their new home on
1 year.
rough,
hilly
country.
tlement,
good-sizeblaze at the residence of he would help the people of these the ranch this week.
The endurance trial will require the
In addition, David
Enclnias
and
.- Beoba Laun, a
,.. Chicago, June 21Francisco Lopez, Immediately west of commonwealths to secure statehood
two
to
aloft
remain
two
Leandro
life
Wrights
hours,
Romero,
convicts,
wealthy Chinaman of El Paso, Texa3, the Presbyterian mission, school on at the earliest possible date. He said BLACK HAND SENSATION
the machine carrying two men and who were brought here from the' peni
was found guilty, and Corlos Se-- i the West side. Owing to the prompt he intended to visit New' Mexico
SUBSIDES OVER SUNDAY sufficient fuel for a trip of 200 miles. tentiary to testify In the Teitlebaum
and
Pas-aaMexican min- work of the united
vedra and Jose
forces Arizona, but could not give any dates
Orville Wright said today that the murder case at the recent term of
ers, found not guilty of participat- of town and city, the flames were as to just when he would make the
There are no new developments In machine would make a speed of forty court, were returned to the prison
'
ing in the El Paso smuggling ca383, stopped from spreading. The damage trip west
the black hand matter, other than miles an hour.
were
yesterday. Extra precautions
by a verdict returned here today. It to the house is estimated at $300,
that it is- the consensus of opinion General Allen will have lookouts on taken with these two desperate pris
was charged this band of smuggler which amount is fully covered by
The E. Romero Hose and Fire com- that the threatening letter written to the Fort Myer observatory to watch oners, they being placed In irons.
ran Chinese across the Rio Grande
Chiefs Ludwig Wm. Ufeld pany has purchased a fine,
old J. B. Mackel, demanding that Lewis the flights and send an automobile
Accompanying Sheriff Romero to
to El Paso, from whence they were and Charles O'Malley were at tjhe rifle horse for Its hose wagon, a
good run- - Brady, a negro barber, be
with medical supplies In case of an the Capital city In' the capacity of
ejected
Hundreds of range when the whistles were beard I ning mate for the other horse.
shipped to Chicago.
Thejfrom the Mackel premises on the pla accident The turning points of the I guards were: Deputy Sheriff Enrique
them are alleged to have entered and they made a. record drive to the old horse has been bonghfc by Secun- za, is merely petty
spite work on the flight will, be marked with small hal- - Sena, Apolonio Sena, Pablo Jaramlllo
scene of the conflagration.
the country In this manner.
I loons.
dino Romero
part of other barbers."
'and Frank Strass.
N. M., June 21.
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MILO MAIZE

BANNER CROP

is one of the easiest
grown, dry farm crops and it is one
Grown as a
of the most valuable.
over
a herd
cattle feed, it will tide
in many a dry period, and the euc-- ,
cess with which it can be grown is
almost phenomenal. It is of hardy
growth and is full of uustenance for
'cattle and horses.
"
Milo commonly called milo maize,
or maize is one of the sorghum family but has a very small percentage
It has a
of eugar in A stock.
very scant foliage., which is 'one of
its characteristics..
It is grown for the grain ' which Is
an excellent substitute for maize
The composition of
common corn.
maize ana corn are almost identical,
it is excellent for feeding of all kinds
or stock, cattle, horsaa, hogs and
sheep giving best results when it
ia chopped or ground. It is also fi
feed for fowls. - The origin of the
giain is not definitely known, being
claimed by Egypt, Africa and Russia.
It was introduced to the United States
about 1887 and was first grown in
The first experiments in
Georgia.
.growing this grain proved unsatisfactory jind it was tried in other part3
of the country, until it found its natural element "in the plains country
, of New Mexico and vest Texas. It
may be interesting to local farmers
to know that it has not been grown
, successfully outside of an area comprising west Texas and a small por- tion of western Oklahoma, and southwestern Kansas.
Aa yet there is only one variety,
When
.: yellow milo or milo , maize.
first introduced It had a habit of
t
BuckerMg qr branching similar to
maize

.

oats or wheat, but by careful selection of seed this has been overcome
single stalk to a
and now grows
uniform height of from 4 to 6 feet
and is easily harvested with a header
Milo doesi well at
or row binder.
1,500 feet and unabove
an elevation
der 5,000 feet above sea level, and as
lw
previously stated tne proved field
in New Mexico and western Texas
especially the plains.
The soil requirement for milo is
about the came as for corn sandy
It
cr clay loam being preferable.
should be planted any time from
May 25 to July 15 in a well preserved seed bed. The common method of planting is to use a corn planter wltu sorghum plate and about C
to 8 pounds of seed per acre.
The cultivation is the same aa
com, U3ing the harrow freely while
the plant is younjj.
Every farmer hould realize the
necessity and advantage of selecting his seed for any crop, and
should select hl3 milo seed in ealy
fall, using the same method as
corn.
Milo yifcldS from 40 to 60 bushels
60
per( acre and the grain weighs
as
same
the
bushel,
per
pounds
Its feeding: value is the
wheat.
same a3 corn for all farm stock and
is very much sought by feed man
ufacturers, being made Into chops
and mixed feeds. The market value
is $1.00 to $1.25 per hundred pounds,
threshel, not threrhed $10 to $16 per
ten.
Mlln rrnva In New Mexico and
v est Texas like a weed and it is'
cne of the crops that will, make this
land worth from $20 to $50 an acre
ir. a short time. ,
NEW MEXICO MAN

MRS. BENNETT WILL

DESIGNS ELK PIN

RETURN TO FOOTLIGHTS
Pittsburg, Pa., June 21. Mrs. Laura Bigger Bennett, former theatrical
etar, has decided to return to the
stage. Here today ah said:
"I am going on the etage again.
I've had mine as an editress. Yes,
I ve had mine. I used to laugh at
the stories about the editor of the
Arizona Tombstone, but since" was.
an editress In Albuquerque, N. M., I
believe all that I ever read.
"You see I started 4n 'down there
as editress of The Albuquerque Sun,
to boost Bull Andrews in congress at
Washington and succeeded In doing
that Then I would go out and solicit
advertisements,' leaving the office
'devil' to run the sheet. Things would
go fine until the collector would go
round, and then the people would
laugh and 6ay they never ordered any
advertising.
"O, It was funfor them, but it
was hard on tho frog. I was tha frog
In this case an4 I have decided that
I will never ehine as an editress, bo
it's1 back to the footlights, if it is to
the back row."

John W. Green, who until
recently was superintendent of the
Capt:

at Santa. Fe,
has designed an Elks pin and has received a patent on the ama It is an
ornamental design, comprising a TJ.
S. ehield in the center of which is
a deer'a head with antlers spread
a c roes the upper .past. In the center
of thla part amid' a field of stars
and between the antlers i3 shown a
ciock dial.
In the deer's collar are
the initial letters, B. P. O. E. The
design is said to be exquisite, rivaling in beauty the various Elk pins
now on the market
Several eastern
jewelry firms are reported to have
made Capt Green attractive offers
." r
the, new pin.

New Mexico penitentiary

Chamberlain's Cough Remedy the Best
en the Market
"I have used Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy and find it the best on the
market," says E. W Tardy, editor of
The Sentinel, Gainsboro, Tenn. "Our
baby had several colds the past winter
and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy al
ways gave It relief at once and cured
It in a Bhort time. I always recommend it when opportunity presents ItCould Not Be Better.
For sale by all dealers.
No one has ever made a salve, oint- self
ment, lotion or balm to compare with
Bucklen's Arnica Salve. Its the one RUNAWAY PLAYS HAVOC
ON WEST SIDE SATURDAY
perfect healer of cuts, corns, burns,
bruises; sores, scalds, bolls, ulcers, eczema, salt rheum. For sore eyes, cold
The horses hitched to Ike Davis'
sores, chapped hands its supreme. In- new delivery wagon became frightenfallible for piles. Only 25 cents at all ed at a
passing electric car Saturday
druggists.
morning on the plaza and ran away.
The team tore across the plaza and
BROTHER-IN-LAOF
down Bridge
street at break-necJUDGE GAVIN DEAD speed.
Tbey rounded the corner at
the Bridge saloon and returned to the
Magistrate C. J. Gavin, of Denver, plaza by a fear route, holding the
formerly of Jtaton, has been called to right of way as they went.
Boise, Idaho, by the accidental death
They rar into the buggy of Charles
Uriah Flint Ilfeld standing opposite his wholesale
of his brother-in-laFlint was engaged in running a pack house and demolished the vehicle,
train from Boise sixty miles to a min- though the
horse hitched
ing camp. The telegram announcing thereto stood as quietly as a lamb
bis death stated that it was due to a during the excitement of a few mo
falL Arrangement probably will be ments.
The delivery wagon Is in a shop for
made to take the body back to Michirepairs.
gan, where relatives reside.
,

.

;

k

.

high-spirite- d

.

Welcome Words to Women
(

Women who suffer with disorders peculiar to their
sex should write to Dr. Pierce and receive free the
advice ot a physician of over 40 years' experience
a skilled and successful specialist in the diseases
of women. Every letter of this sort has the most
careful consideration and is regarded as sacredly
confidential. Many sensitively modest women write
fully to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from
telling to their local physician. The local physician
is pretty sure to say that he cannot do anything
without "an examination." Dr. Pierce holds that
these distasteful examinations are tfenerallv need.
lest, and that no woman, except ' in rare cases, should submit to the to.
Dr. Pierce's treatment will cure yon right In the privacy of

A

)

your own home. His Favorite Prescription" baa cured s
hundreds of thousands, some of them the worst of cases.
It is the only medicine of its kind that is the product of a regularly graduated
physician. The only one good enough that its makers dare to print its every
ingredient on its outside wrapper. There's no secrecy. It will bear examination. No alcohol and no
g
drugs aro found in it. Some unscrupulous medicine dealers may offer you a substitute. Don't take it. Don't trifle
with your health. Write to World's Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.
V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y
take the advice received and be well.
habit-formin-

.

NEW MEXICO

Never, Never Again
Angelina Civet Chulei
Little Lesson

IN DRY FARMING COUNTRY
Milo

MONDAY, JUNE 21() 1909

,

'

-
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WAGON MOUND NOTES

PUSHING WORK

ON ITS SCENIC HIGHWAY

(Special Correspondence.)
21.- -r
Wagon Mound, N. M., June home-witMcKellar returned
George
his mother on No. 1 last week
from iUton, where he has been
sanitarium for treatment. He ia
very much improved in health an!
is now able to walk.
A friend of Miss Jessie Dolan ia
visiting her from Mlwaukee, arriving'
..
here la8t week. , .
Grace
and
sister,
Mrs. Martin,
were In town Saturday to meet
the Edwards Martin homeseekers'
car, also to do their shopping.
Walter Vorenberg has returned
home from Pennsylvania, where he
has been attending school. ,
Mr3. Weisa and children have mov
ed out to their ranch.
Vicente Mares ia building a large
shed back of his lesidence.
Mr. Fraker's new store building
It
receiving the finishing touches.
is hoped that it will soon be ready
for occupancy.
Mrs. Joe Sterritt i3 reported sick.
Mr. and Mrs. Doling are clerking1
ir. Vorenberg's store during the special sale.
There will be a celebration here
on the Fourth of July and a display
of fireworks from the "Motind''
u
the evening.
Mrs. Epiraenio Martinez is vis'ting
at Taos.
Mrs. Simon Vorenberp and daughter returred home from the east last
at-th- e

"Hello!" he cried.
And as he entered the room he
gave every evidence of being a worthy
young man who was sure of .iis welcome, walking with a certain boisterous step and beaming till he shamed
the sunbursts; but as for hershe sat
in a chair reading a letter, and when
she glanced up at him her gaze was
cold and incurious.
"O," said she; "good evening."
"Good evening!" he said, stopping
in his tracks and blinking his eyes;
"good evening?"
"Yes," she said, glancing Sown
again at the letter; "good evening."
"Why, Angeline!" he cried, "what
i
is the matter?"
"Nothing," said she, "is the matter."
,
"Nothing?"
'
':
"Nothing!"
."Well, then!" he said. "Why why
why don't you come and kiss your
little tiddleywinks?"
And though his voice fell from the
quaver of astonishment to the low
notes of pleading, and though he
stood with his arms thrown out and
his head thrown back, and though he
glanced down( at her from an angle
which had always ravished her heart
before, she only gave him that cold
and incurious look a look which
seemed to say, "Now I suppose there
are some persons who might consider
your attitude very fetching, but as for
me, well, I think it is t ridiculous
that's an."
Whereupon she returned to her letter, and when she had finished it she
smiled a faroff smile of a dreamy
quality and tore the letter into very
Utile bits.
"Now. Charles," she said, "there
are a few things I wish to discuss
with you. In the first place, I cannot and I will not stand a jealous per
son!"
"But I'm not jealous!" said the as
tonished Charles.
"On the contrary, she said, you
are extremely Jealous!, Extremely so!
Now, last night, because I Bpoke to
Jimmy a few times, you showed such
unmistakable signs of jealousy that I
I feared for the future!"
And as she remarked that she
feared for the future, it was all she
could do to hide the pride she felt at
saying those fatal words, and she
gave our Charles a look that plainly
said, "There! How's that?"
"I feared for the future! she, said.
"Yes, I feared for the future."
"But It was the way you looked at
him," explained Charles. "And Jimmy
is engaged to Arabella, and she was
watchine you. too. and '.'
'Charles!" she said. "Be careful! '
I warn you! Be careful!"
"Well, anyhow," grumbled CharleS,
"it was the way you looked at him."
"The way I looked at him?"
"Yes, the way you looked at him!"
"Why, how did I look at him?"
,'
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the highway have liberally , appropri
Colfax counated and contributed.
to bring
3,500
has
alone
spent
ty
the road through, and there has been
no gossip in the legislative halls or
ante-rooabout
i,i the goirvnor's
"taking the convicts away." "Go to
U, old sports!" is in substance the
eftitude of Governor CuTy, who knows
what the people of the territory want
and he is there to see that they get
U
He Is only one of ti-- e many over
there who are doing things.
To coin an appropriate expression.
or rather to use a frayed and soma
what aged quotation, they have got
the roadbuilders "going south." The
highway after reaching Raton will
swing off through a beautiful country
to Cimarron, thence in a southeasterly
direction to Los Vegas and thence
directly south to Santa Fe. And all
this, if nothing hinders, will be done
during this present year.-- There is
no croak'ng and groaning, they are
all pulling together hand in hand,
like Jack and Jill; for over yonder
across the line people a,re doing
things.
After the fireworks have all been
shot off on the Fourth of July, and
the holiday orators have declaimed
passionately "that on this day a cen-ry or nrre ago, a grrat proclama-tio- n
of freedom from British tyranny and oppression was ratified,"
there will be a grand gathering of
tfxse people who are doing things.
The county commissioners of th
southern part of the state will men
with territory officials and an expert
corps of engineers and go over the
ground and blaze the trail a3 it were
for the state highway. They will not
stand and glance daggers or claw
each other wi,th their finger nails, because they are all working for the
good and welfare of the territory and
for the advancement of one of th-nr.ost worthy projects ever launched
in the southwest
,
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Stomach Troubles.
Many remarkable cures of stomach,
troubles have been effected by Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
One man who had spent over two
thousand dollars for medicine and
treatment was cured by a few boxes
of these tablets. Price 25 cents. Samples free at all drug stores
Most of the sport in automoblllng Is
what a good time you would have if
so many things didn't go wrong.

A Card.
This is to certify that all druggists
are authorized to refund your money
if Foley's Honey and Tar falls to
A woman nevar cares- for the looks cure your cough or cold. It ntnna tha
cough, heals the lungs and prevents
of a thing if it is stylish.
pneumonia and consumption. Contains no opiates. The genuine is In
Telephone your news items to The a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
Optic, Phone Main 2. '

at

him!"
"Charles! I insist that you must
not contradict me! It seems that you
have taken umbrage umbrage at the
way I looked at James last night, and
I insist that you show me how I
looked at him."
"Well," said Charles (late Tiddleywinks), grumbling again, "you looked
at him like this!';
"Do it again," said Angeline.
And Charles did it again.
"Then all I can say," said Angeline,
"is that I must have been ill!"
"You didn't look ill," said Charles.
"I didn't?"
"No; you looked healthy!"
"Charles, are you trying to Joke
with me?' Because, if you are, I wish
to say that you are joking on a very
serious subject a very serious sub-

ject!"

(Trinidad Chronicle News.)
Over there, on the other side of
the state line where the hills rise to
meet the sky and where the sunshine
kisses the summits pf the gray mesas,
doing
people are doiug things
things as they Co them in Las Ani
mas county Wiiv the same public
epirit, which never fail j
to bring results. Over there where
the winding burro itrails dot the laud- the Nw Mex'?o
scape, convicts frr-territorial penitentiary are engaged
in building a territorial highway, n
beautiful public road, which will,
when completed, cover a distance of
something like 325 miles, stretching
from the New
boun
dary line on the uorth to the quaint,
picturesque capital city of Santa Fe.
The hard, vigorous manual labor is
being done by the men in pri3oa garb,
but the brains of the enterprise, the
power and influence behind, is th
public spirited and progressive citizens of the territory, the efficient
county officials, ihe splendid govern
or, and these are
and
working together !n harmony for the
completion of that project the
of which cannot rightfully
be estimated in msre written words.
Over there In New Mexico, which
will become the newest and one of
the greatest of oi r sister states, people are doing things. The flrat
branch of the highway is row abon
finished in the vicinity of Raton, a
stretch of but eighteen miles yet re
mains, and thi3 it is said will be
completed by the first of August. The
work of road building has been go- i:ig on unobstructed, unimpeded by
political wrangles, factional clashes,
or party dissensions, and not one
solitary private individual has been
asked to subscribe to keep the con
victs working.
There has been no
shortage in the road fund, no set
backs other than those which mother
nature y her monstrous upheavals
hss erected; because, ai above stated,
people aro doing things.
The vtrious boards of county com
missioned who are vitally interested
la the extension and completion of

"Aw, Angeline, don't take it like
that. I'm awfully sorry!"
"Sorry!"
"Honestly and truly I am. You can
look at Jimmy all you want to,' after
this, and I won't say a word!"
"Yes! And I suppose you'll run all
around kissing Arabella like you did
last night!"
And as for Charles, Charles looked
equally earnest and guilty.
"Now I'll just tell you how that
happened," he said. "She was mad
and I was mad at the way we we
thought you looked at Jimmy, and
when she got up to go and you kissed
her goodby, I said, 'Don't I get one,'
too?' and first thing I knew well, she
kissed me!"
"O, she kissed you, did she?"
"Yes! Puckered "her lips and kissed
me!"
Mm!" said Angeline.
"Why, I was never more surprised
at anything in all my life!"
.
"Mm!"
"Why, you could have knocked me
down with a feather I"
'
r
"Mm!"
"Of course, I was only joking, but
when she took me up like that !"
"Mm!"
.
"Angeline!"
"Yes, Charles?"
"Do you forgive me?"
"Will you promise me never to be
'
jealous again if I forgive you?"
"Honestly and truly."
"And you'll never kiss her again?"
"O, never!"
"And never let her kiss you again?"
And just before a rapturous chirping arose and fell and rose again the
hero of this tale whose name is
Charles (and whose other name is
man) cried out in loud and virtuous
tones:
"I'll never, never, never let her kiss
me again!"
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Starts the second week of our 10th

Semi-Annu-

-

al

Clearance SslI
,

While a great many of the advertised items have been closed
out, we have replaced them with just as good, or better, bargains
as the original. We are prepared for our

Second Week's Selling
an unusually attractive list of
in

with
bargains every department.
Purchases made during the Sale will SAVE YOU
to
i
the
usual
of
price,
ONE-THIR- D

ONE-HAL- F

:

Ladies'
Suits
While our sates in this

,

de-

partment during the past
week have been very satisfactory, we still have a few
very desirable Suits, worth
$22.50 to 27.50

at. .

$15-0-

All of our trimmed hats
must be sold. These are all
One lot of Men's. Undernew desirable shapes of good wear, broken lots and remquality neatly and tastefully nants from last week's selltrimmed and are marked for ing, both ribbed and balbrig-gaworth tip to $2.25 per
the sale at about

n,

......

One piece wash dresses in
Princess Styles, nicely trimmed with Val Lace and tucks,
all colors, $7.50 to
$15.00, up from...... $3.18

suit, for.

Half Price

Another lot pf Suits, in
good desirable colors," worth
from $15.00 to
$9.98
$20.00, for ...

Men's
Furnishings

Millinery

i

Don't forget the liberal
price reductions in our
WASH GOODS DEP'T.
All Spring goods in the best
colorings and patterns, worth
up to 50c at a saving of
one-four-

to

one-thir-

d.

th

50c String bow ties, in a
variety of colors, at. . . . 35c

Men's plain and fancy sox,
all colors, excellent values
50c and 65c, for only
37c

....

hours specified in

every day

(

,

$L25

, Monarch
Shirts, in light
and dark patterns, detached
cuffs, $1.25 grade, for. . . .98c

All Hour Specials
will be continued
of the Sale at the
previous announcement.

.............

'
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5ANTA FE INtLUDES NEW

MEXICOlN ITS ADVERTISING

by Mrs. Anderson, the children, her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. O. Markham
of Bronson, Kan,, also Mrs. S. E. Russell of that city.
' Mr.
and Mrs. 'Harry Wood have re

THRE1

AFTER

BIG REDUCTION
V.,".
oh
;

DOCTORS

turned to this city from San Bernar
dino, Cal. Mr. 'Wood Is a machinist
who was formerly employed at the
New Mexico, which has become an ters
yesterday, accompanied by W. W. local railroad shops, to which he may
.
Important section of the country for Smith and B. L. Wadworth, transit-men- , receive another assignment.
the Santa Fe and offers further op-and J. Thompson.
of cantaloupes,
Daily shipments
portunities for the road as the terri
grown in southern California, are pasLuis Vigil, section foreman at
extory aeyeiops, is tne suoject or a
has been in the city buying sing through here by Wells-Farg- o
, Xolder lately Issued by the road. The
press, in transit to eastern markets-- LydiaE.Piakharn's Vegetaprovisions of merchants here.
entire folder is given up to the subGeneral Freight Agent Smythe of where they are in urgent demand and ble Compound Cured
ject of New Mexico and the resources the Kansas
command almost fabulous prices.
Willimantic, Conn." For five years
City Southern, went east
and derelopment of the territory ,are
Fireman Ralph R. Rogers of the I suffered untold agony from female
from Wlnslow, Ariz., this afternoon. ,
troubles, causing backache, irregulariset forth, in a comprehensive and
A carload of eggs was set out of a second district, was 'married yester- ties, dizziness and nervous prostraconvincing manner.
Marion tion. It was Impossible for me to
day to a niece of
unaer tne beading "Becoming a No. 31 freight train here yesterday on Littrell of Colfax county, at the home lUJimHIHUH ' I.. UI.IJIUH4
walk upstairs
order.
account
bad
car
in
the
of
being
without stopping
Famous Land" the folder says: This
of the bride's parents, 'about' three
on the way. I
Trainmaster J, B. McMahon of this
is a section of the Santa Fe"
miles out from the city of Raton.
tried three differwest, which so famously was adver city accompanied the baseball special
ent doctors and
T. G. Wright, lately a bill clerk in
to
from
Fe
Santa
last
Albuquerque
each told me sometised by the international industrial
the local freight office, will check bagthing different. I
exposition held at Albuquerque while night
excess
at
and collect
received no benefit
charges
the National Irrigation congress was Switchman H. G. Mohr is visiting in gagelocal Santa Fe
from any of them,
the
passenger depot, in
In session. The people of the mid Albuquerque, his place in the local
but seemed to sufthe absence of the regular and regu
fer more. The last
dle west long have known of this re yard being supplied by Brakeman E.
lation trunk smasher in the moun
doctor said nothgion and its great natural resources, O. Griffin.
tains.
ing would restore
Fireman William Bailey and wife
but to the eastern people who visited
my health. I began
the exposition the display of agri- have retumed from their bridal trip Dispatcher R. W. Prentice will taiungLiyaia sa. .rinKnams vegetaDie
Compound to see what it would do,
cultural 'products was a revelation. to California, pleased with their pros- leave Las Vegas on the nation's natal and
I am restored to my natural
oc
vacation
will
on
a
that
day
trip
health." Mrs. Etta Donovan, Box
They were prepared to see. the wealth pects in life. ...
itHis
and
nights.
299, Willimantic, Conn.
of gold, silver, copper, lead, zinc, iron,
Conductor C. E. Raney, who , has cupy thirty days
will include Kansas City, OkThe success of Lvdia E. Pinkham's
turquoise and other valuable mlner- - been at home with sick members of inerary
.
.als that were spread before them; but his family, has been marked up for lahoma City and several cities, towns Vegetable Compound, made from roots
It may be
and villages in New York state.
r and herbs, is unparalleled.
the exhibits of field and orchard pro- road duty again.
vused with perfect confidence by women
W.
conduct
is
Burks
J.
Conductor
wno suiter irom displacements, inflamducts were a denial of all trad'tion;
June 15 was the first time in five
ir
They had come to the big show with years that Engineer Robert Beck had ing a passenger train on the north mation, ulceration, fibroid tumors,
periodic pains, backache,
the belief that New Mexico was a missed having a railroad pay check end in place of Conductor J. A. Quig-le- regularities,
bearing-dowfeeling, flatulency, indiwho went to Cerrlllos last even- gestion, dizziness,
or nervous prostradesert, where valuable ores and gems drawn In his favor.
'
to
tion.
lay hidden In the mountains, but J. W. Murphy, a former fireman ing, having been assigned regularlytown
a work train out of the mining
For tblrtyyears Lydia E. Pinkham's
where the surface was impossible for
here, but now a conductor in the
Compound has been the
the use of man. So when, they saw canal zone on the Isthmus of Panama, that may yet loom into prominence Vegetable
standard remedy for female ills, and
and
again.
products of the soil by irrigation
suffering women owe it to themselves
has left Las Vegas for Oklahoma City.
evidence of the spread of agriculture
MacMurray Milton Sisson, who was to at least give this medicine a trial.
Conductor P. Stuart and Engineer
is abundant that it has cured
In the territory that will inevitably
formerly located in La Junta, Colo., Proof
thousands of others, and why should it
C. P. Warner piloted engine 1077 to
iir
mines
Santa
as
the
for
ahead
of
the
a
Fe,
train dispatcher
not cure you?
put the farnrf)
J
Raton shop yesterday, bringing was
recently married to Miss Kathryn
the commonwealth and ultimately the
which'
437
had been over- Beckwith Mortshelmer in Evanston,
make It a great state in the sister- back the
"'
The woman who is afflicted with
''
hood of the union, they were ready to hauled there.
Wyo. He is now dispatching trains the butt-I- n
hab(t usually has a long
ma
H.
of
F.
Buck, superintendent
for the same company at Canadian,
"believe more; and since then there
a long tongue and says but lit
nose,
have been a multitude of Inquiries chinery for the Santa Fe system, Texas.
tle when she talks;
passed through the city this afterfor lands and other Investments. .
The following passenger firemen
The folder treats of New Mexico in noon on No. 2 enroute from Albuquer will handle scoop shovels and tallow
preparations simply devet
general, djvlng into its history, tell- que to Chicago.
pots on freight runs out of Las Vegas opDrying
dry catarrh ; they dry np the secretions,
cities
this'
Kurn
of
division
of
for thirty days and then deadhead to which adhere to the membrane and decomSupt. J. M.
ing of its resources, population,
causing a far more serious trouble
and its garden, spots; discusses dry the Santa Fe, has returned frpm Rat La Junta and stand examinations for pose, the
than
ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid
larmlng and irrigation and future on, where he had been investigating promotions to be engineers: Charld3 all drying inhalants, fames, smokes and
Che
over
a
street
of
comprefor
snuffs
crossings
both; gives
question
and use that which cleanses, soothes
prospects
Spidely, Arthur Green, Lewis Van
of his company.
Arsdale and Ira Haulman, the latter and heals. ' Ely's Cream Balm will master
hensive summary of the mineral In- the
catarrh or cold in the head easily and
Conductor J. D. Flanigan returned having been a stoker on Glorleta pleasantly. All drnggists sell the
dustry, livestock and manufactures.
60 cent
sue. Ely Brothers, 66 Warren Street,
Each county and Its resources and yesterday from the big annual con- mountain.
,
New York.
Switchman W. H. Rhodes, who was
products are described separately. vention of B. R. T. In Columbus, Ohio,
The Balm is nsed without pain, does not
various
the
of
visIs
been
had
where
he
and
given
to
local
in
work
the
irritate or cause sneezing. It spreads itself
Chicago,
Description
compelled
quit
unover
avenue.'
an irritated and angry surface, relieT-in-g
reclamation projects completed,
railroad yard on account of having
iting his people on Michigan
immediately the painful inflammation.
der construction and proposed. The General Manager C. W. Kouns of been badly bitten on a hand by a iAy'e
Uream iialm contains no cocaino,
folder contains also letters and state- the western lines of the Santa Fe, ar- vicious deg, which he was trying to mercury nor other harmful drugs.
ments from various settlers In various rived in the city this afternoon by eparate from .another belligerent
The tight-rop- e
walker is all there
parts of the territory, telling of respecial train, accompanied by several canine, has resumed his duties. He
sults achieved. It is handsomely il- heads of departments on a trip of in will probably profit from the wound when It 'comes to keeping in the
lustrated with views from many 1c-- spection.
,
sustained, in that he will let dogs straight and narrow path.'.
'
.
Vcalltles.
Joe Ellldge, who "had been acting fight it out to a finish hereafter.
Women Who Are Envied.
Division
D.
of
Foreman
local
J.
as cashier at the
freight office,
Harrity
RAILROAD NOTES
Those attractive women who are
to fill a vacancy, is again at home at local shops and roundhouse, headed a
.'
the bill clerk's desk till further orders fishing party to Los Alamos lakes yes lovely in face, form and temper are
Engineer Lee Wright Is off the
board and Engineer William Trainer to go up higher in the employ of the terday, consisting of James Brady of the envy of many, who might be like
Chicago, R. W. Miller, cashier at Ho- them. A weak, sickly woman will be
4 ,
Santa Fe company.
Is running in his stead.
C. D. Anderson, baggageman at Las tel Castaneda, and Al McDonald also nervous and irritable. Constipation or
Brakeman J. J. Lockhart, of the sechas been connected with the Harvey hostelry. kidney troubles show in pimples,
ond district, has returned from a
Vegas passenger depot,
from ted- The party got an early start and were blotches, skin eruptions and a. wretchstates."
a
to
"the
respite
granted
trip
resident civil ious and tiresome dally routine and hopeful of beating the record in get-to ed complexion. For all such, Electric
B. H.
Newlee,
on a camping trip to the cool ting members of the finny tribe
will
Bitters work wonders. They regulate
engineer for the Santa Fe here, went- land go
take the hook at their peril. .
.'accompanied
mat
mountains,
stomach, liver and kidneys purify the
on
inviting
depot
the
to
Capital city
W. Y. Black, who prefers to ha blood; give strong nerves, bright eyes,
maintenance clerk at long . hours pure breath, smooth, velvety skin,
complexion. Many charming
rather than chief clerk to Gi iuial lovely owe
women
their health and beauty to
La
W.
in
Mi
H.
Sharp
Superintendent
them. 60c at all druggists.
'
Junta office at longer hours and but
little more pay, visited friends and
You may be sure you are right, but
relatives in Las Vegas Saturday ftfl1
don't be too sure that everybody else
Mrs.
by
yesterday, accompanied
Nothing adds to kitchen convenis wrong.
Black and their three little daughters.
ience in summer weather like a
to
He and wife have returned home,
Of Interest to Farmers and Mechanics
New Perfection Wick Blue Flame ,
be followed by the girls tomorrow,
Anything that
Oil Cook-Stov- e.
Farmers and mechanics frequently
Fireman Frank Connell h3 been
Per--'
"New
the
do
can
meet
with slight accidents and injuries
stove
m
any
tth
promoted to al passenger rui
cause them much annoyance
which
on
Archibald
f ection" will do, and doit better.
euglne
Engineer Byron
loss
of time A cut or bruise may
heats
and
with
1202: Fireman E. T. Fortune
Bakes, roasts, boils, toasts;
d
in about- be
the time
cured
irons
sad
the
and
1214;
Engineer George Rue, engine
the wash water
Chamapplying
required
usually
by
with
Jackson
Fireman
"Seniority"
without
dissipating
and does it
berlain's Liniment as soon a3 the in1203;
engine
Engineer Ed Sears,
its heat through the room to
jury is received This liniment Is also
Fireman H. A. Harvey with Engineer valuable for sprains, soreness of the
'.
The
i
vour discomfort.
Arthur Lowe, engine 1225, a locomo- muscles and rheumatic pains. There is
tive that had been friendly and obe no danger of blood poisoning from an
dient to Engineer David A. Suller for injury when Chamberlain's Liniment
is applied before the parts become
a long term of, years.
inflamed and swollen. For sale by all
at
clerk
chief
bonus
A.
S.
Connell,
Cook-Stov- e
dealers.
the Santa Fe shops in Clovls, arrived
useful
here yesterday on a week's visit to A small boa Idea of greatness is
differs from other oil stoves in its strong, handsome, food
and
shelf
for
keeping
warming
plates
with
TOP
family and friends. Long before tne not the same as his mother's idea of
CABINET
cuu.ee yui uiu id-- . ,
expiration of this period of time he it
hot. Also has drop shelves on wmcn 10 resi towels.
A stove of '
with bars for
V
is
and
will fully realize and appreciate what
equipped
' - ' pot,
andeconomy. Made in
safety
comfort,
convenience,
a fine baby came to gladden and bless
You Never Can Tell
:
.. riirws sizes. Sold with or without Cabinet Top. If
his little household in his absence Just exactly the cause of your rheunotatyourdealer's.writeournearestagency.
from home in the faithful discharge of matism, but you know you have It. Do
the duties of the responsible position you know that Ballard's Snow Lini
"wua
"T y,Tk .1-iiic
MJMJ
to which he was recently promoted ment will cure It? relieves the pain-red- uces
fJL A
mellow
and which he fills with grace, dignity,
is
the swelling and limbers the
light that
very grateaccuracy arid dispatch.
muscles so that you will be
and
ful to tired eyes a perfect student or
joints
as active and well as you ever were,
family lamp. Brass, nickel plated, hence
If beauty is but, skin deep, the Price 25c, 60c and ti JO. Center Block
;
more durable than other lamps.
doctors must practice a skin Depot Drug Co.
write
our
with
beauty
If not
your 'dealer,
'
game.
.nearest agency.
Call up Main 2 when yon have any
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
Better a sweetheart than a sour news. The Optic wants It
(Incorporated)

Rubber Tire Vehicles
a good variety of Rubber
fWc have
Buggies and Surreys which

Sii'z-bache- r,

we are offering at a bargain.
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LOOK THEM OVER
In Our
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Charles Ilfeld

Co.

THE PLAZA

Try out Yankee Coal

No. soot and

to the ton.

2000 pounaa
-

little ash

Everything in the building
complete stock of wall paper.
line-Lo-

west

prices--

A

n

PHONE MAIN 56

COORSLUMBEECO,
&ROS&, CiELLV 'rami CO.
(Inoorporatod)

-

,

right-of-wa-

'

y

WHOLESALE

WOOL, HIDES

What Stove

for Summer?

tho Bast Farm Wagon mada
RACINE'S ATTLEY CO., Vehicles
NAVAJO BLANKETS

Kctan trices:

or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
(,000 lbs., to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 35c per 100 lbs.
300 lbs., to 1,000 Ins., each delivery, 30c per 100 ibsi
50 lbs., to 300 lbs., each delivery, 40c per 100 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
x,ooo lbs.,

AQUA

PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
rmrity and lasting- qualities of which have made Las Vegaa
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
-

.

Browne & Ilanzanares Co.
...

WHOLESALE GROCERS

..

.'.-..,-

Siidi intf Sudtn

.

one-thir-

-

Wool, Hides and Pelts.
All kinds of Native Products.
.

.

Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Wholesalers of Drugs and Patent. Medicines.
High Explosives, Fuse and Caps.

"

i

Wick- - Blue Flame Oil

and PELTS

BAIN WAGONS,

ten-day-

i

.

'""
Houso at
Eamt La Vegam, N.M.. Atbuquorque, Mm M.r Tuoumoarl,
Mm
M., Pooom, M. HI., Logan, IV. AT., Trinidad, Oolorado

.

60-da- y

HERCHMTS

aadDoalormln

'

.
:

.

Headquarters In the Territory for

fig

Agricultural mplemehts

fUlL UM Of

MEXICAN

AF.ICLE

SOAP

fl

rjr.CXy J

Meet your Friends at.

Opera Bar
D. L. CHAMBERS, Prop.

wife.

THE ORiailW,

j

I

Jfc

rrt Couiht,

tSJ

LAXATIVE
HONEY and Ttf

Ccldf, Croup, La Grippe. Asthma, Throat
Pneumonia and Consumption
Prtrent
Troubles.
UIiX.ftB
8CHAEFER AND BED CROSS ORUQ COMPANY
BY O.
SALE

a

hi ika

.

If you want to feel well, look well
and be well, take, Foley's Kidney Remedy. It tones up the kidneys and
bladder, purifies the blood and r
stores health and strength. Pleasant
t take and contains bo harmful
drugs. Why not commence today T
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drus
Co.

'

.

OU Taylor Courhon & Shorwood llyo
''
Sarved DIroot from Barrel

,

Billiard Hall in connection.

520 Douglas Ave

RLfc Vegas, N,M

During the last four weeks there
has been' a movement among the businessmen of the city and towtt of Las
Vegas, looking ta the consolidation of
the two Into one municipality. While
the plan has not taken concrete form,
It has met with, general favor. We
are beginning "to 'realizeN that the
chief hindrance to our progress has
been the constant friction between
the two communities.
There is an old proverb to, the effect that a house divided against Itself surely will fall. For thirty years
Las Vegas has been the scene of distension, of .faction, of a conflict of interests between the two sides of the
Gallinas river. It has been impossible
to consider any project from the
broad viewpoint of the good of the
community as a whole, and the general progress has again and again
been sacrificed to the fear that one
side might gain an advantage over
the other.
The two towns with interests practically identical, separated only by a
line which is in fact entirely Imaginary, have stood one on each side glaring at each other like two combatants,
ready at any moment tor rush into
armed conflict; When any new enterthe first
prise has been proposed,
question has always been, not Is it to
the benefit of Las Vegas as a whole,
but will it primariljpbeneflt the new
town or the old, and the Jealousy of
each towards the other has usually
resulted In its loss to both.
.'
This condition is largely sentimental, the legacy of old feuds, the very
memory of which is now lost, but the
effect of which still remains. The
truth of the matter is that whatever
aids' in the growth of one town aids
also the other. A federal building
here is an" improvement greatly to be,
desired by every one, yet we have
not been able to get it chiefly because
of a miserable squabble, as to whether
its location should be a few feet one
way or the other from a given point.
One postofflce would be a general con- -
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Chicago baa a teglesa bootblack.
It's a cinch he didn't learn the art
of polishing shoes by shining his

.

own.

.,

,

.

,..
.,'

President

Taft is having trouble
to fill the post of minister to China,
which prompts the question that
perhaps this Is a breakable Job."
.

'

--

o-

divorce scandal now
holding the boards recalls the old
Baying "That life in a castle is all
well and good, but love in a cottage
is better."

The

TOGETHER.

GETTING

Site 9aUg Optic

.
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FOUR

Gould

o

It Is consoling to- know that if
Taft's diplomacy in bringing about
proper tariff legislation fails, the
president Is big enough physically to
handle' the statesmen at Washington,
o

An Aurora, Illinois, young woman,
who was a bridesmaid at a recent
wedding, is reported to have wed ths
best man at the same, wedding. She
displayed most excellent judgment,
don't you think? .

venience, but the same dispute pre- tlon. Dlssention means the '- continuvents Its establishment. One municipal ance in bur present rut, '
There are of course numerous de
and school government would result in
a more efficient and economical ad- tails to be worked out In any consoli
ministration of affairs, but Jealousy, dation plan, but if the matter, Is un
and inlstrust have not been willing .to dertaken in the right
spirit there
'
obstacles. It
no
.
serious
should
be
accept it
The federal census is about to be should be considered by the governagain taken, and under the present ing bodies of the town and city and
conditions will show the existence of an earnest effort made towards its
of "" one realization
two small villages instead
f 'K;T"-.tfly
thrivlpg city. Santa Fe is preparing
for this by enlarging its limits and
CI flES AND NEWSPAPERS
taking in contiguous territory. Las
Vegas continues1 to peacefully doze. A
Theefet cities in the. United.
commercial club on each bank of the States have the- best newspapers.
river works for the interests of its There is more than coincidence in this
own 'sidexrot for the good
of 'the fact.
It ia a. law of communal de
In velopment.
whole, and accomplishes nothing
The cities that ve lie
a
snort, as a local politician nas
f
newsnaners are the
sionally remarked, Las Vegas is the onea most favorably and widely
only community' that is anxious to known. A first-clas- s
evening dally ,is
grow smaller instead of larger.
an asset ti any city. A live,
The city and town of Las Vegas are thorouKniy rellable newspaper can ac
Uu
iu. D1
u, c,u
Uu6 impugn ,more good than any
Both have improved large-- :
r
,tli;n . tho POQOnn
ly in the last few years in physical
M a epoke3man lt na8 thousands
respects, in character of buildings, of tong&es an(J reacnes thounds ot
siuewai&a, crossings anu bireet grau-in- ears.
Thus the press becomes a
Each has a good, school system.
factor in the commercial
powerful
The school districts in the town have
of a city.. In its columns are
progress
a total bonded indebtedness of $26,500,
all the plans of knjrove- offset by the ownership of two school exploited
'
and the world is informed
ments,
houses worth much more than that
such a; medium of the atamount. The city school district has .through
tractions that a city can offer.
The
a bonded indebtedness of $35,000 and
nlsn nwnn twn ehn1 hsinapa wnrth Optic is r.ioud of the fact that it has
of t
rtM always conducted its enterprise upon
mnBimhlv in
The town has no bonded debt of its a business basis and in a legitimate
it always nas ana always win
own. 'The city owes $56,000, a part of way.
to voice its confidence in
continue
which was contracted for the building
of th original Douglas avenue school. the present welfare and future growth
and the balance is offset by ownership ol uas vesas
nf th pltv hflll and Intl. Ttffilt.hpr tha h
Roosevelt is said to
citv. town or school districts on either!
side has a floating Indebtedness in ex-- ! be diyldinS hls tlrae between huntlnS
His literary work, perooaa nt - fjtah nn ha-nTint), ara &na Writing.
the obituaries of the
penning
laps,
therefore in good financial condition
with no impediments to consolidation. animals ho slays.
o
The present movement is based enSt. Louis paper devotes consid
A
ani
of
tirely upon the forgetting
past
immosities, the consideration of the erable space to pointing out the
wri
censo
of
The
work.
Prance
good of the whole, rather than a part,
the willingness to look at matters 6r empnasizes a, ract wnicn neretocr
Mexico
inave
tnB
ore
New
People
from a business standpoint without
prejudice. It is certainly time that been disposed to overlook, namely,
old wounds- should be allowed to heal that th reports of the enumerators
and that we should become a united determine to a great extent the stacommunity. If Las Vegas is to Seep tus of a state or territory during
its place near the head of the list off the ensuing ten years. If the good
New Mexico towns, we must get busy. citizens of this territory will take
Other communities with no greater the' trouble to kee? this in mind and
resources than ours are outstripping will devote themselves to facilitating
us. Harmony will allow us to take the work of tho39 who gather the
advantage of our opportunities, many data for the census of ,1910, New Mexof which are at a point where united ico will gijeatly profit by their attia population of
effort will bring about their realiza- - tude and will"-sho-

STOPS FALLING HAIR
'

DOES NOT COLOR THE HAIR

A few specials which we are offering; for a short
time

,

, i

at SPOT CASH ONLY.

,

Gents' Gold Filled Case guaranted' 20 years, fitted
with a 17 jeweled, ELGIN or WALTHAM Tnove- ...
$12&50
inent'

'.

.

'

Gents Silveroid Case, with"' a 7 jewel ELGIN or
.
'. . .V.
WALTHAM,..'..
Ladies' Gold Filled Case, guaranteed with either
ELGIN or WALTHAM movement,
$12.15
WE INVITE A COMPARISON OP OUR PRICES
'

......... ..$5.50
.......

-

Jeweler 2nd OpManJ

J.

R.

TAUPERT,
Las Vegan, IT. M.

-:-

606 Douglas Avenue.

-

occa-u,ome-

,

indi-strengt-

g.

-

'

-

-

I

j

Ayer's Hair Vigor is composed of sulphur, glycerin, quintn, sodium chlorid, capsicum, sage, alcohol, water, and perfume. Not a single injurious Ingredient In this
list. Ask your doctor if this is not so. Follow his advice. A hair food, a hair tonic,
a hair dressing. Promptly checks falling hair. Completely destroys all dandruff.

t c h Specials

A. H. Reingrueber Browing Co.
of Lqls Vegas.
We are now making the finest beer in the

Boost

Southwest.

home industry and telephone your orders to ns
i
...
bottle beer.
61

.

and 32.

During June

half a million people. The Optic will
also add that in order to accomplish
the end sought, the right, kind of
ROMERO
men must be chosen for enumerators. STAGE WILL LEAVE
MERCANTILE CO. FOR

Porvenir '

THIS IS LONGEST
DAY OF

TBE YEAH

' PHONE MAIN 20
Today, June 21st, la the summer
solstice when the sun reaches that
2:00 p.
Monday,
point in the ellptic farthereet north
8:00
a.
and. gives - this longitude, its- longest Tuesday,.
8:00
a.
day of the year. On this day the sun Thursday,
2:00 p.
rose at 23 minutes past four and Friday,
sets at 20 minutes of eight, giving us Saturday,
8:00 p.
15 hours and 7 minutes from, sunrise
to sunset, or about 16 hours of day-

....

.............

light

...

I

Villi

1

fc.

f'

-

7BMmm White Mil
V

i

SpQciaJ SaJe of Women's

WORTH ONLY
,
$8,000,000 A

RADIUM
'.

PHONE 5174

POUND

The price
New York, June 21.
of radium is now eight million dol
lars per pound of twelve ounces.
This price has been established by
an order given to a British company by Lord llv!eagh Sir Fairfax
Cassell for 7 2 grains, which is a
of an
little less than
ounce for which they have con.
tracted to pay one hundred anjB
fifty thousand dollars. '

Monday.
Tuesday

............

.

p. m.
p. m.
..7:00a. m.
8:00 a. m.

.... ... .

Thursday
Friday..
Saturday .

.7:00 a. m.

r

2:00
2:00

1--

one-quart-

Ward, A. L. Gump and John
returned yesterday morning
from a fishing trip to the vicinity
of Rowe station.
O. M.

McOuire

1

Lawns

Cost.

- The continued cold weather is the cause of our offering
Seasonable merchandise at such low prices.

The radical cut on these Lawns should bring a host of
buyers. The best will be picked over first, so do not tarry.
The Sale includes the entire stock white, coloredi
figured, striped, flowered:
35c

Lawns-25-

30c

"7
"

15c

"

12

c

..IQo 10c;:'
14o
11o

,

8

Lawns
'

C

One lot

.

"
"

tOo
... 7o

.

.

.

.

t

.50

',''.

'

Soy

155

"

"

L50
1.76

-

"

75c ripping;
sewed.
...94c

laces and trimmings

$1.50

Petticoats

12

1.75

"

:

v

ITU

Gingha.rris
A large assortment including wide and narrow stripes, small
and large checks, Red, Blue, Brown, Tan, O
,X
Lavender. Regular 12
value. Special, O

f

48o

2:85

"

well selected

2.50

-

stock, lace and embroidery trimmed.

3.00

A large

assortment,

Drawers

1.00

"

1.50

"r,

2.00

.

2.50

:

-

w

.".

$3.00, $3 50, $3.75.

Vici-ki-

Patent leathers,

d,

Special,

CHILDREN'S Sandals, Ties, Vici-ki- d
5; Children's to Misses' 1. Special,

3.50

"

4.00

"

.$1.13

5.00

"

132

1.50
1.89

5 00

--

1.50

.

1.69
1.88
2.25

.

2.63
........
....

--

...

and Patent; sizes

$1,00

3.00
3.75

Ji.BO

" -

6.75

Men's Shirts

'

BACHARACH'S
?

,

,

$208

,

this.

Values are $1.25, $1.50 and $1.75. Special,
35c Men's Balbriggan Underwear .'
35c Men's Silk Lisle Hose
$5.00 Boys' Suits, new, with
PaQts'--

-

2

$1.00
24o
........ 20o

pair Knickerbocker

........$3.65

The Store of Quality

Women's" Afests
$1.75 Women's Swiss Ribbed Silk Vests,
$1.00 Lisle Vests, Hand Crochet,
75c Swiss Ribbed Silk Lisle, . .

va-

Negligee and Golf, plain colors or fancy striped or
checked, all sizes some Pleated, Cuffs attached or detached;
these are fine values and if you want a bargain don't miss

The Extra Good Values in

The Store of "Quality

.... $1.99

..

1.

Men's Shoes and Oxfords

well

.1.....

'...

49c
76c

9.00

Footwear

$1.13

..

...

49O

65c Women's Lace Lisle Hose (Lbrd& Taylors.)
Special,

Black Vici or Patent; Tan, Oxfords, $4.00
lues. Special,
i

$1,13

Drawers

Key and

.65

East Las Vegas, N. M,

shown. No loose threads; no seams

S.00

i

l--

:

.

Economy Linen
Better than linen because it does not wrinkle
Urecian, border and stripe. Keg-Special,
uglar value 25c yard.

..

"
"

......57c

. .

25o

Ties, Pumps, Oxfords in Tans,

best quality garments we have ever

y

t

35c Women's short cotton Gloves

i

38c

...........

....

.75

....Go

Colored

Corset Covers

C

button Gloves, white and cream, regv Special,

ffomcSL-- s

New lot just received. New trimbeautifully trimmed
in new laces or embroideries.
mings in laces and embroideries. The

1.00

dm

12

ular 75c.

Neat designs,

,

24o

c

'

i

&f X
Mtv?J

One lot White Linen Skirts 2 bias, folds at but- torn, trimmed in buttons, $2.50.
Special,

Women's

Petticoats

Corset Covers

'

Economy linen 9 gore, some buttoned
Special..- -.

front, value $2.00.

Suede Lisle Gloves

WB open up our Sale with Cut Prices on Muslin Underwear, from our regular
stock. The stock is large and well selected, the choosing is ample the garments
are of the best; the prices are way below values. A shipment received
only a few days ago will be included in this sale late styles in trimming, new designs in embroideries and laces. The following prices
will give you an idea of the values we are offering:

at About

White Linen Skirts

'

Mvislir
Undergarments
r

..... ....$1.30

.....8O0
50o

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

Returning Leave Porvenir

"
I

...

'

.

PHONES MAIN 67,

,tt

keg 6F

for-eith- er"

i

East Las Vegas, N. M.

'

V.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

oapuuo vicinity yesterday,
accom
panied by Mrs. Stlmson and women
friends.
k (
J. S. Schweizer, a commercial man
from San
Francisco,
representing
Loewye Bros., general commission dry
goods men, is interviewing the trtde

Trustworthy
methods daring the
v.
our
many years
dealings have 'proven v'J ,
the wisdom of trad-- i
ing with us. While
working for a business we have been
working for a reputation; we have gain- ed i;it and it will be"
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac- - .v
tory deal- - we gua- -

and Piano Stools, only at
ROSENTHAL

.i

n

w

,

rantee that.

and
law, Maurice Bendlx, book-keepaccountant in the office of Bacharach
Bros.
Bias Sanchez, 'school superintendent
of Mora county and editor of the Sen
tinel and El Combate at Wagon
Mound, has been visiting Las Vegas
'
again.
W. W. Wallace and Thomas Davis,
both former Las Vegaa contractors,
are at present holding forthMa Rose-burOregon, accompanied by their
families.
Miss Eileen' Zimmerman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John L. Zimmerman
of Las Vegas, formerly of Santa Fe, Is
the guest of the Misses Ramona and
Anita Baca in that city.'
Rev. Fr. J. Marra, S. J., one of
the learned writers on the staff of
Revista Catolica on the West side,
returned l,re Saturday evening from
a business trip to Denver.
"v.
Rev. M. Al D. Rivera, chaplain at
St. Anthony' sanitarium, went to. Ri- bera station yesterday, afternoon) on
a visit to a sister, who has not yet
fully recovered her 'health.
Chas S. Rogers and B. T., Mills
spent Saturday night and Sunday be
yond the Harvey carriage house, fish
ing for trout and having good luck in
'
landing the speckled beauties.
William Frank of Los Alamos, went
to Santa Fe, Saturday afternoon, to
accompany home his sons, Louis, Paul
and Ralph Frank, who have been at
tending St. Michael's college in that
city.
W. A. Dow, who is l ow an ambi
tious and successful merchant at
Colmor, N. M., spent the Sabbath
w'th his family in this city, attending the church of his choice with
them.
i
I. H. Rup, the former Las Vegas
architect, but now living in the city of
Trinidad, where he is alike gaining
fame and fcrtuno, passed through for
Santa Fe to look after building mat

ROSENTHAL

DRUG

CO.

Telephone Main 3

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER
PERSONALS.
'

-

Elmer C. Boggs is down town, today
Irom his Shoemaker ranch.,. .
Attorney C. J. Roberts Js in tho city
from Raton this" afternoon. V
Geo. E. Morrli'n, C. E., has been
visiting Santa Fe on business.
C." !W. Washer was a j transient
visitor at Harvey's last week. ,'',
P. D. Southworth is a guest at Hotel
Castaneda from San Pedro. N. Y, ,,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Darrell are at
the Central hotel from Albuquerque.
Max Walker and party aired themeelves in Hot Springs canyon yester
day.
Mrs. J. H. Ward and party spent
yesterday at El Porvenlr mountain
-

'

resort.

a business visitor to
the city today from his ranch near
Al Denton is

'

,

San M igmBmmm IBanle

&

Rociada.

Judge E. v. Long chaperoned a
party ot mesa lands, east of the city,
yesterday.
Fred Nolette and family were at
Trout springs yesterday, picnicking
and fishing.
Frank Cutler returned yesterday
from a three days' trip to Rociada

CAPITAL PAID

!j

FURNITURE CO. ,

t

i.i

.

ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO.

The

IMj

-

The "GlenfieW, Card TaW
$3.00. only at ,
Burrows"

Feather-Weig-

8

J. M. CUNNINGHAM, President.
j.. FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

T

,

The'Buckeye" Folding Vapor
ROSENTHAL

'

The "Vtidor"

Hammocks $4.50
and $6.00. only at

paid.

FURNITURE CO.

The "White Frost", all Metal,
White Enameled Refrigerator,
only at
ROSENTHAL

ssS- -

.

OFFICE WITH

All-Cotto-

$$oo

for $7.50
tresses, full size,
only at

FURNITURE CO.

St

Louis Metal Market
St. Louis, June 21, Lead
4.37;
spelter 5.35.

4

New YorK Money.
New York, June 21. Prime paper 3
4; Mexican dollars 44.

New York Metal Market
for $1.25 Galvanized, Wash
New York. June 21. Lead $4.35
Boilers.
4.45; copper 13
silver 52
5c for Glass Percolator Tops.
98c for $1.25 set of 3 Potts Irons,
St. Louis Wool Market.
Stand and Handle.
St. Louis, June 21. Wool market
$9.95 for $12.50 (Vernis Martin
steady. Territory western medium 24
Iron Cribs, size 6 by
28; fine mediums 2124; fine 15
'Pillows- 22.
65c for $ .00
only at

at

Las Vegas Lumber Co.
Matched Patterns from 10c per roll up. Borders
the same price, excepting Ingrains and tarnished
styles

1--

'

s

-

",'',"

WALL PAPER

WALL PAPER

4--

All-Feath- er

St. Louis Wool Market
New York., June 21. Amalgamated
78
Atchison 114, pfd 105 bid; New'
York Central 129; Southern Pacific
127
Union Pacific 188
Steel
64
pfd 121.

Ganiera Guarantee Shoo Cioro

Worthmore

3--

LINE

Fine Shoes for Everybody

1--

1--

We've just got in a complete stock of the famous
ll
"Worthmore", fine shoes made by
of Kansas City. See our unique window display and
come in and get a Souvenir Style Book free.
Ellet-Kenda-

IS"THESNAPPY

1--

5--

7--

5

iir

WALL PAPER

Big Reduction in Prices

95c

2--

0

WALL PAPER

Mat

All-Cotto- n

ROSENTHAL

MARKET REPORTS.

n

FURNITURE CO.

NaiioneJ Bank.

Sa.iv Miguel

'

FURNITURE CO.

For
, Top Mat
tresses, full size, only at

ROSENTHAL
$4.95

d

-'

g,

ROSENTHAL
$2.75

Las Vegas Savings Bank

FURNITURE CO.

The "Dexter" Washing Machinesi
only at
Bail-Bearin-

7

A SAVINGS BANK ACCOUNT
may prove your life saver. Time is fickle and reverses
come when least expected. 'Open an account at this
Savings Bank and you can laugh at calamity. Interest

,

FURNITURE CO.

ROSENTHAL

D. T. H08K1N8," Cashier.
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

V

FURNITURE CO.

Bath Cabinets $5.00.
'' only at

05O,oao.co q

A LIFE SAVER
v .'!.."
receives applause from the public and grateful thanks
..
from the one rescued.

j

ROSENTHAL

eps

?

SURPLUS

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

x ..:
ht

and Gascon.
Attorney J. D. W. Veeder has gone ters there
.
a
r. J5
1
n .. ,1
Kll: i
C OUU
UUaiUCJK) Lily LU OaULit
C.,. W.' MHholland, engineer of con
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
struction for the French Land and Ir
Albuquerque.
Mrs. W. S. McNeer, of Denver, has rigation company, up the country, was
Chicago Provisions Market.
joined her husband in Albuquerque In the city yesterday, visiting Mrs. SEVENTEEN CONVERTS
June 21. Close
Chicago,
Wheat,
from this city.
him
who
had preceded
Milholland,
Sept. 1.08
liere ten days.
RECORD FOR SUNDAY July 1.14
corn, July 72,l-8l-Sept., 69
A. M. Sena, Manuel Valdez, Mrs.
Saturday pveniai? from a business
oats, July 51
Sept., 43
pork,
F.
Miss
E.
Denver.
to
Gallegos,
Josephine
Valdez,
trip
The Violdlt evangelistic campaign July 20.60, Sept., 20.82; lard, July 11.-SO. O. Balsley and family arrived' at Jose A. Romero and Martin K. Gon
SeitmO; ribsJuly ,1LC511.-07- ,
thn FJdnr&do hotel vesterdav from zales of Las Vegas, are, in Santa Fe in the armory is now in full swing.
"
4 "
thV
thus
banner
was
;
day
Yesterday
Sept., 11.05.
Baker City, Ore.
attending the jubilee celebration of
far.
LargiJ crowds were, in attendA. Straus, R. W. Smith, Miss Lilly St. Michael's college.
-Chicago Stock Market
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tamme of ai ce at both sei vices and seventeen
Colman and party visited El Porvenir
went
forward to. unite with
Cattle market
Chicago, June 21.
resort yesterday.
this city, have returned home from people
makes twenty-'aigh-t
7.20; Texas
steady. Beeves' $5.15
Henry Essinger, a wet hardware Raton, in which city Mr. Tamme at- the church. This
steers
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seven
6.15; western
first
the
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of
board
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ta
the
this
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for
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city
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stockers
immersed
and
feeders
Dutt
$3.60
Rev.
while
$4.756.25;
Last
night
trustees of the Miners' hospital, of
yesterday afternoon.
5.50; cows and heifers $2.406.25;
Mr. Violett set forth
several
persons
is
member.
a
Kendallwhich
he
of
and
family
Fred Wilford
Eon Bealsno Romero, whose good the scriptural reason3 why the Chris calves $5.757.75.
ville, Ind., are visiting at the home of
Sheep 17,000 head; market weak.
familiar name was recently con- tian church practices immersion and
and
street
W. A. Cole, 1020 Fifth
Native $3.55 6.00; western $3.75
ar
These
scriptures
Immersion
only.
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Manby drove tr founded with that of Benlgno Mar
7.00; lambs
in detail on a chart which 5.70; yearlings $6.00
the city tcday from their ranch near tinez by f.n Optic court reporter,'. given near
$5.00 01 820; western lambs, $5 75
In
the
the
hanss
baptistry.
Watrous, returning late this after- departed jenterdaf on a business trip
lambs $6.009.00.
morning Evangelist Violett chose for S.2Q; spring
to Santa Fe anl Albuquerque.
noon.
Christ."
of
"The
Gospel
Miss Daisy M. Tayne, a city school his subject
T. R. Casey has returned from AlKansas City Stock Market.
cir- He set forth a positive doctrine in
Tucum-ci'r- i
social
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in
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for
leave
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popular
and
buquerque
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9,000
no
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apology
manner, making
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including
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and
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in
faith
for
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jaunt which will include Kansas City
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God.
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of
Word
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Krous, of Bal- md Chicago and likely other places
confidence i.i his message that wins $5.007.000; southern steers $4.00
timore, Md., are the guests of Mr. of lesser note tnd Importance.
and attention of hi3 hear- 6.00; southern cows $2.754.60; na
Attorney Chas. A. Spless went to the respect
and Mrs. David Rosenwald, 1026 Sev--i;t- h
6.60;
se tive cows and heifers $2.75
Raton Saturday
Yesterday ers. At the close of the morning witi. stockers and feeders
street
bulls
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to
unite
cama
vce
nine
people
J. L.- - Zimmerman, C. E., who spent he delivered an address at Ute Park,
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church. In the evening the
the Sabbath at home here, has return- Colfax county, at a picinic given by the
western cows
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on
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and
railroad employes
ed to his engineering camp
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Enrtt in the songs "Onward, Christian
residing in Raton and Cimarron.
, Mora grant.
Sheep 12,000 head; market steady.
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STYLES
'

RED TAG ON EVERY PAIR"

for children,
$2.50 to $1.00. Every shoe made on honor every
shoe iruaranteed
the price and trade-marplainly
oa every pair. Jf you are lookiutf for the
i stamped
finest shoe made here it Is and at a price that
'
proves real economy.

For men,

"

3.50; for women,

THE

WORTHMORE"

SHIHI

Thlf Tr.d. Hark
Stamped on svsrjr Fair

$3.00;

Comfort Wear

Style

.

VS

Style No. 273

"Worthmore" Shoes are made
of the finest, softest and most
durable upper leather, oak
soles, silk stitching, solid
IiaaIm. fanf, color hooks and
will give more comfort and Wear longer than any
eyelets. They
shoe you ever wore. Ill tke very latest styles for both men?.
why not today
and women. Yoo n0d a pair

the make' that
Fuliliie of Kadiant Hosiery,
,
wears ho Well. '
Kim
WAL8EN BLOCK. East Lam Vogaa,
Si

I.

CROWDS SWAMP THEATER
x
' TO HEAR BUFFALO JONES

AEROPLANE PASSES OVER
HOT SPRINGS MOUNTAIN

Crowds which packed the Mystic
Word reached the city this after
noon from- the Harris brothers' ranch theater to the doors at both performnear this city that late yesterday atH ances Saturday evening, and again
ternoon persons on this- ranch. wit- last night, heard Col. Chas Jonea, betnessed the startling feat of an airship ter known as "Buffalo'Jones, deliver
in full flight. Tho Harris brothers, his celebrated lecture on wild anl
same with reGeorge and Fred, are authority for mals, illustrating the
of ferocious
motion
markable
pictures
than
heavier
that the
air machine was observed as it wild animals taken in real life. There
were 1,000 feet of pictures, besides
passed over Hot Springs mountain
an hour numerous stereoptlcon slides. Perand was flying at a
most remarkable of the movclip. They describe it as a large, haps the
ing picture's was a thrilling fight bewing-lik- e
affair with a
two giant buffalo bulls.
body. Although little credence is giv- tween
Col.
Jones, who has traveled all
that
insistent
are
en their story, they
world and penetrated parts'
over
the
they saw the ship. Yesterday was
men had never before
white
where
would
attrib
Sunday or many people
ute their Btory to a liquid hallucina set foot, was prevailed upon to lecture here, while making a temporary
tion.
visit to the ranch of J. D. Hand, where
it is said he intends moving his ex
LATE'
NEWSBOYS MOURN
EDWARD EVERETT HALE perimental breeding farm now located
at Garden City. Kas. So great were
the crowds on Saturday night, that
21.
for
Probably
Washington, June
the first time in the senate's htatory many had to be turned away, and
hia
a communication from newsboys was therefore he consented to repeat
'
again last nlgnt
read in the open sessiontoday. It lecture
c'
Col. Jones has delivered hia lecture
was signed by Arthur Prague, manbefore
the crowned heads of Europe,
assoager of the Spokane newsboyB'
Madison
in
Square Garden, New Tork,
ciation, expressing regret on the
of the great colleges ot
before
many
death of Rev. Edward Everett Hale.
Princeton
Senator Piles of Washington, asked the country, Including Tale,
"for
booked
is
He
Dartmouth.
and
that this communication be read to
for an engageinsure ita printing in the Congress- next season in London
ment which will extend over many
ional "Record.
weeks. His lecture was as Instrucas it was Interesting and none
tive
Of Interest to Farmer and Mechanics
who heard him talk and saw hla picFarmers and mechanics frequently
tures will ever forget the occasion.
meet with slight accidents and injuries
which cause them much annoyance
and loss of time A cut or bruise may
All Aboard for Haresl
be cured in about
the time
Carriage goes out Saturday morn
usually required by applying Chaming returns following Friday. Lear
berlain's Liniment as soon as the
is received This liniment is also orders at Mrpheyi or H. O. Brown
valuable for sprains, soreness of the Trading Co's.
muscles and rheumatic pains. There la
no danger of blood poisoning from an
Call up Main 2 when yon have any
injury when Chamberlain's Liniment news. The
Optie wants It,
Is applied before the parts become
Inflamed and swollen. For sale by all
If you read it in The Optier,it's,sov
dealers.
c ;.;, 7?r?'.?r,m-&';-

.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

BIX

I

ie

tiQLnicers tceserve
Life Company.

Woman for laundry work.
Apply 903 Tildiu.

.WANTED

--

WANTED A
C. Schlott.

carpenter.

first-clas- s

WANTED Second hand roll toy desk
to good condition or nearly new.
Box 101, East Las Vegas.

HOME OFFICE OMAHA, NEBRASKA

..'

TRADE
MEN LEARN BARBER
Short time required; graduate
earn 12 to $30 week. Moler Bar
ber college, Los Angeles.

GUARANTEED ANNUITY POLICY

'..

.

ITS FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES
Cash surrender Value.

V

Paid Insurance during life.
Extended Insurance for face of policy.
Policy is payable in gold coins.

Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken op by
J. M. Abercrombie, Anton Chlco, N.

USE

M.

t:
One white mare mule, 13
hands high, weight about 650 or 700
lbs., 10 years old.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being, unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, 09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
To-wi-

BOSS PATENT FLOUR

famished house,
FOR RENT
at $1S per monck. Inquire 618 Main
street, or telephone Main 428.

Policy is fully paid up after ten, fifteen or twenty years.
Policy may be payable in liberal installments.

FOR RENT Front room with use of
bath. 906 Third street. j

FOR RENT Furnished rooms; elec-- ,
trie lights and bath. 710 Grand ave.
FOR , RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. M. Howell, 721
'

!

of Nebraska.

TERRITORIAL MANAGER

Etvst Las Vegas,

Main Office

New Mexico

Pioneer Bldg

TRAGEDY OF

A VETERAN
TW

FOR 8 AXE.

,

Sweet-Face-

d

Wooden What

On

Old Lady Still
Battle

It Was

left

J

Lip

Said animal being unknown to tills
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
staff. I before July 1, '09, said date being 10
uays mter lasr appearance or. wis ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
Las Vegas, N. M.
,
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09

All policies secured by approved securities with the

Fourth".

FOR RENT
cottage, range
and sewer connection. 414 Seventh.

To-wi- t:

ALSO ANNUAL' INCREASING DIVIDENDS PAID
ON POLICY

Two room furnished
FOR RENT
house. 921 Lincoln.

FOR RENT
Modern
house,
well furnished, very desirable; re
sonable. Inquire Optic.
FOR KENT One 7 room house, and
one 5 room house. 920 Galllnas

Estray Advertisement.
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken np by
Chas, Ford, Estancla, N. M.
One small pinto
mare,
weight about 650 or 700 lbs., age
about 13 or 14 years old, with saddle
marks.
Branded
.
A
A

"I figured on hittln it on th' trade
mark, ma'am, as honest as I'm tellln
you this sad story. But it shot up
about two Inches like a boy sittin' on
a hornet, and I just popped up a little
foul that the catcher gobbled like an
elephant swallowln' a peanut, madam.
I was out of the battle an' th' Utica
Blues trimmed to a sowsle."
Another big tear rolled down his
cheek and he sobbed convulsively.
Something broke loose in th
bleachers then like a den of lions smel- lin" fresh meat," he continued. "They
came down through th' wire nettin'
and fell on me in bunches of 20 or 30.
They thought I had sold 'em out, those
mullygrubs I'd helped to fly three battle flags for, and they thirsted for the
police, but before they came a pop
bottle got me on the head and I went
down for th' count. It was a crime,
ma'am, th' things they did to tne.
"The .police pried 40 or 50 of them
off my scalp, laid me on a door and
six of 'em carried me to the hospital.
They sewed me up in a couple of
hours and I was six weeks on a bed.
When I got out I was canned!"
"Canned!" she exclaimed.
"Yes, 'm, canned!" he repeated.
"Canned! Extinguished! Bushleagued!
Chased! Fired! And all because a college kid from New Haven sent 'em
up crooked from th' firin' line. We
never used crooked ones in th' old
days, ma'am. They was new to me.
Up to that time I was a hero but Just
because I fell down that once and
didn't deliver the goods they shot me
down th' chutes."
He strode thoughtfully down the
old woman
road and the sweet-facewatched him sympathetically.
"The poor oldf veteran!" she exclaimed. "I wonder what battle it was?"

Estray Advertisement.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
E. F. Pope, Vaughn, N. M.
t:
One small brown horse,
very small, both hind feet white,
white spot in forehead, split in top
of left ear.
"
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
fy this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Vegas, N. M.
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
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Arid You Will Always Have
.

'
'
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FOR RENT.

X

President

B. II. ROBISOK",
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THE
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:,

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

Smith

(EL

Moloney

Official City Contractors

.

:

All kind) of cement, sidewalk, plastering,

brick and stone work. Jek!s)
to.
attended
best
material
used. All work guarantees).
promptly
Only
OFFICE AND YARD, 1020 NATIONAL AVE.

PHONE OLIVE

To-wi-

THE LAS VEGAS BARGAIN HOUSE
"And how did you come in this for
JOBBERS OF
lorn condition?" inquired the sweet-faceold lady as ehe set down an
FOR SALE Carriage, good as new. other chicken sandwich and a glass of
milk on the porch rail. "You do not
1016 Fifth street
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty. look like an ordinary tramp."
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
His breast heaved with . emotion.
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all de "Madam," he declared, ravenously atecription. Notary seals and record tacking the sandwich, "I am not a
Estray Advertisement.
common hobo. I am a man with a
at the Optlo office.
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement.
Estray Advertisement
past Once whole cities bowed down
may concern that the following deNotice is hereby given to whom It Notice Is hereby given to whom It
was
me.
a
I
Hon.",
was
and
scribed
animal
taken
worshiped
estray
uby may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de
OLD newspapers for sale at The Op
Charles Ya'ple, Fairvlew, N. M.
Tell me about it. Maybe I can
was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken np by
tic office. 10 cents a bundle.
t:
or scribed estray animal
10
dun.
One
horse, about
help you to regain what you" have
R. J. Nesbett, Estancla, N. M.
R. H. McDanlel, Farmington, N. M.
12
800
lbs.,
years old, weight about
lost," she suggested, kindly.
One red cow with white
One unbroken bay horse,
blind in, left eye.
"No, madam," he said hopelessly.
LOST.
spot on both hind thighs, 4 years old. two white .feet, small star In forehead.
Branded
ITil
tell
mind
I
don't
too
But
is
late.
"It
IS hands high, 7 or 8 years old,
1JJ Branded
On left hip
Branded
On left" ribs
LOST
Pocket memorandum book. ing you about it, although it is a bitter
IJJi
animal
Said
mm.
I was center gardener for the
being unknown to this
on lert jaw
Please return to R. B. Schoonmak- - tale.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Ear mark
old Red Legs, madam, in the days
Branded
er.
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
when Pop Anderson and Brouthers
Onr left shoulder
days after last appearance of this adand all of those old heroes were in
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
vertisement, said estray will be sold Board,
A woman's reason for doing her their prime."
unless claimed by owner on or
On left hip
,
by this Board for the benefit of the before
A tear dropped from his eye and
o,uty is that the wants to; a man's,
July 1, '09, said date being V
owner
when
found.
Said animal being unknown to this
adrolled down his grimy cheek.
of
that he has to.
after
last
this
appearance
days
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
"The world was very rosy then,"
vertisement, said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Las Vegas, N. M.
of
down
on
last
went
by this Board for the benefit of the before July 1, '09, eaid date being 10
he
the
washing
1st pub June 10, last puo June 21, '09 owner
A Thrilling Rescue.
days after last appearance of this adwhen found.
the sandwich with a swallow of milk.
vertisement, said estray will be sold
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
How Bert R Lean, of Cheny, Wash., "It was all floral horseshoes and silver
'
by this Board for the benefit of the
M.
N.
Las
Advertisement.
Vegas,
Estray
was saved from a frightful death is a showers for me, and whenever I trot
1st pub .Tune 10, last pub June 21, 'C. owner when found.
whom
Notice
to
is
it
I
the
hereby
given
heat
out
a
in
ted
got
practice
CATTLE SANITARY BOARB,
story to thrill the world.
"A hard
may concern that the following deLas Vegas, N. M.
glad hand and. the merry yell. I had
cold," he writes, "brought on a des- my
was
scribed
animal
taken
up
Advertisement
estray
by
I
1st pub June 10, last pub June 21, '09
Estray
picture in all the papers and had
Hubbard & Jackson, Farmington, N.
perate lung trouble that baffled an ex- millions carrying my sweater and helpNotice la hereby given to whom It
M.
,
h
may concern that the following depert doctor here. Then I paid $10 to ing me on with my coat. I was a
cow.
One
black
Estray Advertisement
scribed estray animal was taken np by
215 a visit to a lung specialist In Sposticker, too, and whenever I
Notice Is hereby given to whom It
Branded
N.
M.
Martinez.
Ismael
Velarde,
fielders
to
the
the pan
got
On right hip
kane, who did not help me. Then J came up
One dun Mexican horse, 5 may concern that the following de
I
t
went to California but without beneff' way out and the pitcher sent 'em in
scribed estray animal was taken np by
Ct.t J
mlB
s
"MOWn
'
years old, weight about 500 lbs.
wide to keep me from lammin 'em
What 8hail We Have for Dessert? L.
wm. Rice, Cabezon, N. M.
At last I used Dr. King's New Disco-eror
owner
on
unless
claimed
bv
'
Board,
Branded
Ml
which completely cured me and on the nose for a homer."
JELL-O-.
the aalnty. appetizing, before July 1, '09. said date being 10 On left shoulder
One black horse, about 9
Try
underI
know
"I don't
that quite
"
now I am as well as ever." For lung
Can be prepared days after last appearance of this ad
economical
dessert
broken to drive, weight
years
old,
Branded
trouble, bronchitis, coughs and colds, stand," she said.
add boiling water vertisement said estray will be sold
700 lbs., about 14 hands high,
about
simply
hom- Instantly
nose
a
on
the
for
'em
"Lammin'
On left hip
by this Board for the benefit of the
asthma, croup and whooping cough It's
solid black.
over the pick and serve when cool. Flavored Just owner when found.
supreme" 60c and $1.00. Trial bot- - er means puttln' 'em
Said animal being unknown to thiB
In
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,,
tie free. Guaranteed by all druggists. ets for four, sacks," he explained, right; sweetened Just right; perfect
Branded
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Las Vegas, N. M.
making it all clear. "It was easy for every way. A 10c package makes
On left hip
before July 1, '09, said date being 10
'0C
me In those days, ma'am. When I
1st
June
21.
10,
last
June
All
pub
pub
dessert for a large family.
days after last appearance of this adSaid animal being unknown to this
Telephone your news Items to The swung at one everybody breathed enough
Don't accept substivertisement said estray will be sold Board, unless claimed
sell
Advertisement.
by owner on or
Optic, Phone Main 2.
hard and waited for 'em to go over grocers JBLL-- it
Estray
Board
of
the
for
the
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Rates East
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Fare For tho Round Trip.
.... $tt.90
$13.70
Springs .........
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$40.30
$46.30
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McCormick Mowing Machines

Colva Grape Juice

Since the world's fair held in London in 1851, the McCORMICK
has remained first in international leadership. They are the
farmers choice today in evry fJ-.2- 0
vJKJwF.
civilized corner of the globe.

Is a

M

Brink and a

We also, carry a f ull line
'

the Hale and Hearty.

Full Quart Bottle,

COo

x

Trial Cottle

..... Jij
i

:

.

35c

. .

Still seme of the Carina left.
All VJaists still on sals,
cool these Hot Days.
For Bargains come to the only
Dry
'
Goods House.

'CZC flfl

For the Well, the Sick, the Convalescent; for Young and
Old; for the Tired and Weak, for

Full Pint Dottle. .....

STORE

GOODS

DRY

EXCLUSIVE

VEGAS'

LAS

Ill

v

'
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knives, and repairs for all machines.

Bridge Street.

LUDWIG Wm. iL FELD,

court
for his appearance
this morning.
However, Casnman
his bond was
I There was a fine shower of rain failed to appear, and
forfeited.
,
here Saturday night, but not enough
to go around plentifully.
concert in the plaza
The open-ai- r
attended by an imwas
last
evening
indisMrs. B. P. Hays has been
of
mense crowd
people. Both the
posed for the past seven weeks at her
and
band
the public foun
Mayflower
residence, 819, Fourth street.
tain played well.
Mrs. O. L. Gregory has been serand
At Turner's, on the
iously indisposed for several days at on
was a
there
river
the
Sapello
avenue.
214
Grand
her home,
good rain Saturday night, accompanied by much lightning. Several telfrom5
T.
Turn
T.
cream
Order your
ephone poles were split by lighter.
ning on the Mora long distance line.
'
The board of commissioners of
The mission tea of the Ladies'
Mora county will meet July 5 for a
of the Presbyterian
church
week's session at the town of Mora. league
will be held at the residence of Mrs.
O. Hermann, Hot Springs bouleCarlos Zamora was admitted to the N.
vard,
VaTuesday afternoon, June 22, at
hospital for the Insane her from
2:30 o'clock. All ladies of thecon-gregatioJ.
John
and
on
Friday,
lencia county
are cordially Jnvited.
Neal of Chaves county on Saturday.
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The Store That's Always Busy

Use Our

ftlQC Hout

"Tourist" Callapsible GcvCart
"The Cart of Exclusive Features."

old son of
Eduardo, the
gold watch, Elgin
The
Toribio
and
Martinez
wife,
living .at
Meridian
movement, was drawn at the
Hot Springs, died this morning at 10
Ted
by
night,
restaurant, Saturday
o'clock after a brief illness with fever.
Hayward, who held the lucky number, The
body was prepared for burial by
67.
W. M. Lewis', the undertaker, and
took place this afternoon.
Always hot water at Nolette barber

year-tha-

shop.

Trustees of Las Vegas grant will
meet again on Friday, June 25, to put
matters in shape for the new board
to take hold soon after the first of
the month.
The Ladies' Altar Society of the
Ea3t side will give a social in the O.
B. C. hall Thursday night, June 24.
Admission 25 cents including every
'
thing.

Miss Mary B. Davis, stenographer
and typewriter in the office of the
Browne & Manzanares Co., departed
Saturday night for Kansas City, Yel
lowstone park and the Seattle exposi
tion, expecting to be absent from the
city about two months.

Another large shipment just received.

Johnserv
J. G. Exclusive
(L Son
Local Agents.
t

. O. BROWN

.

Can You Save Money?
If you can persistently lay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,
there is no doubt about you being a success
financially..
This Bank will help you to make the test,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds, j
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.
'

,

Fire

The First National Bank
OF LAS VEGAS.

forks

NEW MEXICO,

CAPITAL, and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
D.
E.
RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.
Cashier.

Our

the Quality Better and

MONEY SAVED

the Assortment Greater.

Free from Slate or Slack

D. w. CONDON
Foot Main St

I

Get
Tours While
the
Stock is

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge Street

Best Meat in the City

at

t

,

We want to loan you an electric
flat iron on 30 days' trial. Phone Main
206.

LAS VEGAS LIGHT & POWER CO.
..

NOW

Try B,est
--

Kid,

WHOLE. WHEAT

Sausage,

BREAD

Hams,

v

Bacon.

V

Mil

A.

Pap,

Sherwood Rye, served direct
barrel at the Opera bar.
Straight Guggenheim rye
over the bar at the Antlers.

Kansas City and llatlve

.

Beef and F.lutton

Grocer.

Fine native VcaL

i.

AS

PHONE
from

UAjll U L

17
served

s

"THE COFFEE MAN"

HYGEIA ICE
THE
MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES:

2,000 lbs or more each
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "

to 1,000 lbs.
.
50 to 200 lbs.
Less than 50 lbs.

delivery 20c per hundred

"

"

"
"
"
"

30c
40c

"

,

.

:

50c

75c

CRYSTAL vICE CO

- McGxilre &
Phone Main 227

Webb

i
FISHING.

NO
No fishing will be allowed

at

Suits for Men

my

Sunny Brook ranch, formerly known
as Harvey's lower ranch.
T. T. TURNER.

If

...

you

s

like to wear clothes that

are just a little different than

The best draft beer In the city. At
The Lobby, of course. V

i

the

rest, you want to look at, and try
on, some of our latest Tariety
(

FOR RENT Good pasture with plenty of good water. Mrs. Green.

Suits made by

Hart Schaffeer

Try a dram of Old Taylor' bourbon
Served from bar
rels' on the bar.

at the Or?ra bar.

A-lo-

...,

t

of

&

Marx

Smart new ideas in

these Suits will certainly please

Call np Main 2 when youhave any
news. The Optic wants ft.

you.
The hew fabrics are exceptional

Give us your order
Phone C.Zaln 10
ffW

STEP

MEXICO.)

Accept Any JUST
GOOD Bread.

Do Not

Phone 144 and 145

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course

VJd HavQ FiiiQ

(MADE IN NE

GROCER AND BUTCHER,

Seventh street.

523

Eest

VeaJ.
Spare Ribs,

"200

ON TRIAL

THE

Pork.
Lamb.

,

Phone Main 85

Yon Have .Tried

'apens
Beef.

"

.

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Baton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

Phone Main 31

Stock is Larger,

The members of Las Vegas lodge,
No. 408, B. P. G. Elks have completed
arrangements for the initiation of eix
victims," all heavyweights, at the
regular meeting of the lodge tomor
row night. Following the initiation
ceremonies refreshments will be serv
ed. All members and visitinsr Elks
are urged" to attend the meeting.

;

ALFALFA. HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

Ca-pro- n,

,

TRADING CO.,

DEALERS IN

Mrs. John Gortner, of Goshen. Ind.

an aunt of William E. Gortner of this
city; and Mrs. W. B. Jacobs of Chicago, who had been visiting the family
of Mr. Gortner for the past week
leave on No. 9 today for the Grand
resort
last
At Harvey's mountain
Canyon, thence going to Los Anpeles.
weak there were regii?tered H.' W.
Garberson, W. P. Smith. Gilbert
Fields of hay and gram along the
JacK Adams, C. H.' Shum-road from the city to the mountains
W.
way, Herman Witt, Jc,3eph
in any direction have an uncommonly
Battey and .Major;
thrifty appearance, in spite of the
lack of rain. Good crops in the vi
Frank Cashman was arrested Sat
of the mountains would seem
cinity
urday night, charged with being to be assured.
drunk and disorderly on the street,
and placed In the holdover for the
An
Fourth of July is
night, Night Officer E. C. Ward makat Harvey's. There will be a
planned
A
frienJ
the
of
Cashman
arrest
ing
picnic dinner all day Monday, with
came to his rescue Sunday morning ice
cream on tap all the time, and
and he put up a cash bond of $10 the
dining room will be given up to
the guests who like to dance. Music
wiil be by a full band op the graphaphone, patriotic airs

131,

des- If you want to know whether you
tinedto be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

n

,

Las Vegas Roller Mills
A Simple Test
are

Cart's sold in Las Vegas this
all other makes put together.

More of these

n

Also Headquarters for
All Kinds of FEED

Phone

The New
and
Famous

Buy

Clieap.

Carnations, 50 dozen."'
Sweet Peas, 60c hundred.
Daisies, 50c hundred.

fP&

r

Flopsjit They Are

, in

Grocers, Czdchcro ctnd Cskers
Z3i

)

"

at

'

Las VegasGreerkhouses
Main 276
PERRY ONION, Prop. Phone

ly beautifully.

The Boston ClotWng House

M.

W3
Copyright
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909 by Hart Schaffner

& Mam

GR.EENBERGER,
Proprietor.

